2010 – Liberty and LSM March On!

Liberty Savard Ministries and I are moving ahead in 2010 although closing the ministry’s physical offices and Linda’s retirement (LSM’s former administrator/bookkeeper) have not all meshed as smoothly as I hoped.

After selling, putting on consignment, donating, giving away, throwing away, and shredding much, what remained as vital to the ministry all came home with me. Records and filing cabinets and about eight really big boxes of old records still needing to be shredded) landed in my garage, kitchen, hallway, home office, living room, and guest bedroom—making my house look like a rummage sale!

I have managed to reclaim most of my home. In my office, there is a tiny trail of open carpet that threads its way (through boxes and files and folders) to the work areas. Fortunately, I am not claustrophobic and have always been comfortable wherever I could make my own nest!

With God’s help, LSM and LS2U and LSLC are all marching on with only an occasional trip up. The Binding and Loosing Prayer Manuals are being shipped out almost always on time (and the reviews coming back in have been very encouraging) and the newly reinstated (Long Distance Training) individual DVD orders are going out on time.

After a substantial personal investment to establish my LS2U website (liberty.savard2u.com) for my eBooks, study guides, mp3 audio teachings, etc., my PIG (actual financial/legal acronym for “P(erpetual) I(ncome) G(enerator)”—isn’t that a hoot?) has just kept running its own little operation all by itself. It automatically kicks out instant downloads in response to orders placed on its order page. Such a deal! I have Richard and Kristine of Exodus Design to thank for all of the gizmos that keep Ms. Piggy running all on her own. Just for the record, Ms. Piggy is the only thing that runs all on her own around here, which keeps me pretty busy.

I am really enjoying my new Life Coaching Ministry (LSLC). I’ve always wanted to encourage and help people (beyond my books and speaking ministry) on a more personal level since I went into the ministry. When I read one description of the difference between counseling and life coaching, I immediately identified with being a Life Coach. The Life Coach encourages and helps his/her clients see the skills and talents resident within them that will help them move deeper into their relationship with and their trust of God. A Life Coach shows clients their best options and choices and encourages and supports them while helping them work through the choices they make. That purpose combined with nearly 30 years of ministry experience and the Keys of the Kingdom/Unsurrendered Soul message has proven to be very exciting.

As I began Life Coaching, my “prophetic teaching anointing” was a little too blunt. The prophetic anointing tends to see the problem, speak forth the answer or solution they believe God gives them (without frills, hand holding, or handkeries), and then be frustrated if the person in question doesn’t want to do it right now. There have been a few of God’s sheep over the years of my ministry who have turned into wooly fuzz balls of, “What did you just say to me?!!” after asking my advice. I will write 100 times “most people make better spiritual/emotional shifts when gently guided towards them (instead of being drop-kicked into them!).”

In Psalm 138:8, David declared that he believed God would
perfect and perform all that concerned him. I have made that my personal 2010 Scripture and I keep telling others that they should, too! When we:

- pray right prayers wanting God’s will in everything,
- stay grateful and worshipful,
- do our best to follow Christ’s commands,
- keep growing in faith and showing love to others,
- read the Word regularly not because we’ve been told we should—but because it is God speaking to us personally,
- God’s grace will take care of everything else!

Do what you can with a heart filled with good intentions, and God will perfect and perform all that concerns you:

- your family
- your relationships and friends
- your ministry
- your home
- your business/job
- your health
- your car
- your pets

You can believe that He is perfecting these things whether you can see natural results or not. This is a truth that has been in the hearts of all true saints who have gone before us and who have helped to pay the price and pave the way for us to understand how to walk in close relationship with God today.

**Oswald Chambers said: “We are ill-taught if we look for results only in the earthlies when we pray. A praying saint performs far more havoc among the unseen forces of darkness than we have the slightest notion of.”**

Going back to Ms. Piggy, my P(erpetual) I(income) G(enerator) from first page, and likening it to my spiritual life, when I made the very small investment of my commitment to Christ’s monumental investment in me, from then on my faith and trust and life of grace and mercy began to generate results all on their own. Perhaps a bobble or a bump has come here and there on my part, but I don’t have to worry about keeping His divine process running.

I don’t have to worry about keeping Ms. Piggy running, I just need to feed her new products occasionally. I don’t have to worry about keeping my refrigerator running, but I do need to keep it plugged in and fill it. I don’t have to worry about keeping my shower running, but I do need to pay the water bill and then step into it and get cleansed. My writer’s love of metaphors and analogies is getting out of control here! My point is that we need to make the commitment and cooperate with the process as He has established it for us. We’ll have a perpetual outpouring of grace, mercy, and love that comes from Him as we do. Thank you, thank you, Lord!

I have spoken to several people during my Free 15-minute Life Coaching Sessions who have wanted to know how they could better plan, put in order, prioritize, beef up, and focus their reading of the Word and their prayer lives. That’s a worthy desire, but it can cause you to focus on details and forget the big picture. You need to do both.

You don’t want to just sit down in the corner and give up and wait for God to fix your life. But if you feel that you have to prioritize and organize and figure everything out so that He will do something for you, you are going to wear yourself out! Just do the best you know how to do to cooperate with Him and then humbly thank God and ask Him to take care of the rest with His love and grace and mercy.

This is a story I’ve told before, but here goes. I had a complete hip replacement on 9/2/04 and I became very discouraged afterwards and was not reading the Word because I was on heavy pain medication most of the time. I would pray the binding and loosing prayers only if I happened to think about them. I was just glad that the pills were keeping me from thinking about much of anything.

There were so many things that were undone from the plans I had for the ministry and myself for that year and the next, and I felt I would probably never walk right again as well. I was feeling guilty, in pain, hopeless, and just plain miserable. In desperation one day, I emerged from my prescription haze and asked God to help me. He said to get out my Bible, The Message version (He was very specific). I did and then He told me to go to the following verse and make it completely personal (pronouns and all):

Second Corinthians 4:16, “So (I’m) not giving up. How could (I)! Even though on the outside it often looks like things are falling apart on (me), on the inside, where God is making new life, not a day goes by without his unfolding grace” (The Message).

I read that over and over and over because I felt so encouraged and strengthened by it. I think it was the next day that God sent me back into The Message to these following words—words that jumped right off the page at me:

Second Corinthians 8:10-12, “So here’s what I think: The best thing you can do right now is to finish what you started last year and not let those good intentions grow stale. Your heart’s been in the right place all along. You’ve got what it takes to finish it up, so go to it. Once the commitment is clear, you do what you can, not what you can’t. The heart regulates the hands” (The Message).

Do what you can, and not what you can’t. Wow! Suddenly I
didn’t feel like I had to solve world peace and discover the cure for the common cold anymore. I just had to do what I could and not what I couldn’t. The guilt and the gloom and the hopelessness began to lift. Wow.

With His grace unfolding in me every day, of course I would walk again, and of course my life and ministry would go on. His very special and specific Word to me at that time wasn’t pushing me to focus, prioritize, or get everything started up again immediately—His Word said “do what you can—not what you can’t.”

The last part of verse 12, “The heart regulates the hands,” is so true, too. The heart (in the original Greek) means the soul which is the mind, the will, and the emotions. We must know how to pray and loose all despair and discouraged thinking from our souls. This reconditions our souls so that we can then draw upon our confidence in God to strengthen us and set our hands to begin doing what we need to do.

We are all human and can get discouraged and overwhelmed at times. That doesn’t mean we’ve lost our love for our Lord or that we don’t believe or we don’t care; we’ve just been overcome by our unsurrendered souls’ faulty perception of what life is doing to us. The binding and loosing prayers help us to get rid of all the “garbage” thinking our souls are running at that time causing us to be overwhelmed. Then our spiritual perception of what a great God we have working for us snaps back into place!

We need to determine that we will keep hoping for God’s best and anticipate its arrival every morning when we get up. Didn’t come this morning? Then the timing wasn’t perfect and you have something to hope for and expect and anticipate tomorrow morning!

Hope is based upon the belief, no matter how small, that there is something good coming. If you want to bake a cake, you put out milk, baking soda, salt, eggs, oil, a bottle of vanilla, and sugar on your kitchen counter. You believe that if you do your part, a wonderful cake will be coming out of your oven. Your part is to check God’s magnificent “Cook Book” and then follow His instructions. Do what you can (and thank Him for that), and don’t do what you can’t. Do your best and then trust His grace and mercy to take care of the rest!

Your Strongholds into Russian which will be offered free of charge as an eBook on www.libertysavard2u.com when it is finished! How special is that?

Most of us began praying together April 6th, 2009. We have all had wonderful testimonies and strong feelings that we are on God’s front lines with the important issues that have risen in our own nations and around the world. Here is what our basic prayer plan looks like each week:

MONDAY: Pray for our leaders (from the President, Prime Minister, etc. on down through the assistant’s assistants who have the ability to influence policy making on a national level). Pray for our nations’ government leaders, military leaders and for all troops, academic leaders, economic leaders, spiritual leaders, and other leaders in positions that influence peoples’ lives. Pray that our nations would be safe under the protection of our heavenly Father. Bind these leaders to the will of God, bind their minds to the mind of Christ, and loose wrong counsel, stronghold thinking, and the works of the enemy from them as they fulfill their duties.

TUESDAY: Pray for Israel’s safety and for their understanding that Jesus loves them and that He is their Messiah. Pray for protection and grace and mercy for those who have been caught in the conflict in and around Israel. Pray for help and favor and protection of those in Israel who are born-again believers and who are evangelizing the Jewish people and those who are faithful in their intercessory prayer groups. Pray for the peace of Jerusalem.

WEDNESDAY: Pray for direction and guidance and deeper understanding of relationship with Jesus Christ for all Christian leaders, all born-again believers, all Christian intercessors, and all Christian teachers. Pray for grace and mercy and healing and reconciliation between all members of the body of Christ. We must all rise up and take our place as those who are known by the way we love one another instead of those who might not really like each other.

THURSDAY: Pray for all the unsaved and backslidden around the world, pray for missionaries and Christians workers around the world, and pray for believers’ favor with those who do not know Jesus. Pray for God’s grace and mercy and encouragement and homes and food and jobs for those who are without. Pray for God’s grace and mercy and encouragement for those who have recently lost a loved one.

FRIDAY: Pray for the Intercessors’ personal prayer requests

Always remember that you are part of something much, much bigger.

“In every national crisis in the past God has found some who would stand in the gap and make up the hedge against the (works of the) adversary. Upon them God has moved by
arousing them to a deep sense of need, which in turn has moved them to intercede for His intervention. The world and the Church are in a mighty conflict. The church has a powerful weapon with which to fight. If she will but take to her knees, she will be victorious. More than any other need is that for men and women of prayer and faith who will stand in the gap against the lawlessness, immorality, infidelity and corruption swarming over the land. “Sound an alarm in my holy mountain...for the day of the Lord cometh...Gather the people, sanctify the congregation, assemble the elders...Let the ministers of the Lord weep...then will the Lord pity His people...And He will cause to come down for you the rain, the former and the latter rain in the first month, and the floors shall be full of wheat, and the vats shall overflow with wine and oil, and I will restore...I will pour My Spirit on all flesh...whosoever shall call on the Name of the Lord shall be saved” (Joel 2:1-32).”
(Sarah Foulkes Moore (1890-1973)

NOTES TO ALL LSM 2010 INTERNATIONAL INTERCESSORS:

1) Pray, Pray, Pray, Pray every day for all the Haitians who are still in great need. Keep asking God for miracles to be manifested in Haiti.

2) As some of the Intercessors’ prayers are quite personal, please request permission before you forward these requests to any other party.

3) According to David’s prayer and declaration of Psalm 138:8, declare with me that God will perform and perfect everything that concerns each one of these precious Intercessors – their families, their homes, their friends, their jobs, their businesses, their ministries, their health, their autos, and their pets.

You can read more about the LSM 2010 International Intercessors Prayer Outreach and register to join us on the LSM website at www.libertysavard.com

Grudges and Unforgiveness Create Angry People

Some other meanings for the word grudge are bitterness, malice, enmity, hatred, spite, unforgiveness, ill will, and resentment. Most Christians will not admit that they might be holding grudges towards others, but this happens far too often in the body of Christ. Grudges, whether they are admitted to, denied, or not, create angry people.

Holding a GRUDGE is like you drinking poison and expecting the other person to get sick or die.

Grudges can burn quietly like hidden coals. Anger burns hot like a fire. Grudges are always wrong, and sometimes dangerous, yet anger is not always evil. God has gotten angry, Jesus got angry, and Paul got angry. In humans, anger is a God-given emotion that can give boldness and courage to follow through on important things He wants us to do. But an unsurrendered soul will use the power of anger for wrong reasons such as self-defensiveness, intimidation, and control.

Anger is always sinful and evil when it is selfishly motivated, particularly when it validates a desire to see someone “get theirs,” when it wants to see others withhold forgiveness and turn away from someone the grudge holder will not forgive, and when it is allowed to linger in the grudge holder’s soul. Ephesians 4:26-27 (Amplified) tell us: “(26)When angry, do not sin; do not ever let your wrath (your exasperation, your fury or indignation) last until the sun goes down. (27)Leave no [such] room or foothold for the devil [give no opportunity to him].”

These verses are not just speaking of releasing your anger so you can be nicer to others. They have a deeper meaning that pertains to your life and your health. While God knows you will get angry from time to time (unless your soul is totally surrendered to Him and perfect), He wants you to use His Word and prayers of forgiveness to quickly release that anger without acting upon it. Anger becomes sin when it results in a scenario in which hurt is paid back or multiplied to others, often with irreparable consequences. Proverbs 29:11, (NKJV) tells us: “A fool vents all his feelings, but a wise man holds them back.” Our anger can erupt not only upon the person who has angered us but upon innocent parties as well who are unfortunately in our “fallout zone.” Frequent or extreme displays of anger can drive people away from us, even the very people who could help us.

Anger also becomes sin when the angry one refuses to be pacified, holding a grudge inside his or her soul. This often creates an ongoing irritability over things completely unrelated to the original issue. Very few people make deliberate plans to be angry, but they can be in an extremely hard spot if they do not have an emergency plan in place for when they might get angry.

One scientific study I researched reported that when you get angry, within a split second your brain has to evaluate:

1. What you believe to be the intention of the person who just angered you (did they really want to hurt you or do you think they just don’t know any better, etc.?).
2. Did they ruin an opportunity for you?
3. Is anger a justifiable response to the person you believe to be at blame?
4. Was their action avoidable?

And possibly many, many other explosive thoughts and questions—ALL WITHIN A SPLIT SECOND!
Anger causes your body to begin releasing chemicals like adrenaline and noradrenaline. These two hormones both activate your sympathetic nervous system which quickly raises your blood pressure and heartbeat rate. This can all happen in a second as different parts of your brain try to balance out your emotions which start going crazy while a blood increase to another part of your brain is trying to kick in with your reasoning ability. This certainly supports the wisdom of counting to 10 before throwing something or lashing out at someone!

Chronically angry people suffer from the severe effects of uncontrolled adrenaline and cortisol releases which lead to a weakened heart, stiffer arteries, and the potential for liver and kidney damage as well as high cholesterol. If you are constantly being driven by anger triggers and doing nothing about it, you are allowing your own soul to poison you. Anger triggers generally come from unresolved trauma in your past that has resulted in your soul clinging tenaciously to grudges and unforgiveness.

**The good news is YOU CAN DO SOMETHING about that.**

Anger is a natural reaction to feeling that something unjust has happened to you, or that someone has let you down or hurt you (whether deliberately or not). Holding a grudge towards that person keeps a “place marker” on the issue for further bitterness and unforgiveness to collect, causing problems such as depression and nervousness. Such anger creates a rift between you and God, and causes disfunctionality within you and within the body of Christ.

If you want to be free of the anger that comes from your unresolved traumatic issues, you need healing. If you refuse to cooperate with God’s will for you to forgive, you become unable to receive His healing. Forgiveness is an essential element to the process of divine inner healing.

If you have a very strong will, you may be able to keep your hidden anger below the surface of your behavior most of the time. But know that the enemy is completely aware of your hidden anger whether it shows or not. He cannot read your mind, but he is very, very good at reading your actions, your words, your facial expressions, and the tonal changes to your voice. He works to set you up with situations that he knows you are still reactive toward, causing you to blow up in angry ways that are completely out of proportion to the situation.

**Hidden anger is always fueled by your unhealed and unresolved traumatic situations and unhealed hurts that have come out of situations in your past.**

You cannot undo what happened to you in the past, but it is your choice whether or not to remain wounded and volatile from your unresolved issues that come out of your past. The outcome of your life from this day on really is all about the choices you make from this minute forward. The best choice you ever made was to accept Christ as your Lord.

Have the choices you have been making since then been supporting the best choice you ever made?

Forgiveness is the only choice you have to get completely free from every hard and unresolved thing in your past. You cannot go back and undo what has been done to you, but you can neutralize the painful power of every pain, trigger, and bad memory through forgiveness. Your future happiness, emotional freedom, and a fuller relationship with God all depend upon your choosing Christ’s command to forgive.

If thoughts of the injustice of having to forgive someone who has hurt you are one of your anger triggers, this can be a real hot button even if you don’t think it is. That anger trigger is always simmering and ready to boil over whenever something reminds you of what you believe has been done to you. As that anger builds (and it does), an actual face to face with the person or a harsh reminder of him or her can kick over all your rational safety guards and toss you onto an emotional bobsled on a downhill track.

**The good news is YOU CAN DO SOMETHING about that.**

One scientific study of 13,000 subjects showed that those with the highest levels of anger had twice the risk of coronary heart disease and three times the risk of heart attack as compared with the ones with the lowest levels of anger. Some scientists have been led to state that chronic anger may be more dangerous than smoking or obesity as a factor contributing to early death.

This study went on to give several links to programs, suggestions, sites, and studies on how to learn to control your anger. Many of them said that you needed to learn what your anger triggers were and how to either avoid them or defuse them ahead of time. I can tell you where the anger triggers in your soul all are—in your unmet needs, unhealed hurts, and unresolved issues. And I have one solid suggestion for “defusing” your soul’s anger triggers ahead of time: pray the binding and loosing prayer to forgive and release everyone and every situation and let God’s heal grace wash over you.

Try getting up every morning and praying this: Lord Jesus, I bind my mind and my emotions to you for this day. I’m working on the other things, too, but today I am asking you to help me react just like you would to every wrong look, every wrong word, and every person crowding into my lane on the freeway or my line in the grocery store. I am choosing to declare right now that those people generally don’t know me, aren’t trying to make me mad, and are just responding to their own triggers. Help me to be the calming influence for them by praying for them now, ahead of time (because they will be out there!), and to pray quietly for them if they...
become offended and react to me or to others who might be standing around watching. Thank you because I know you can make me your minister of reconciliation today. Amen

Be familiar with all the Word of God and do your best to live by it. The key phrase here is “do your best.” You know if you are doing your best to come into alignment with God’s good plans for you as they are written in His Word, and you know if you are procrastinating or putting off “doing your best for Him” because it seems like too much trouble.

For example: one of the things your brain usually tries to determine is the person’s intent who has just angered you (although not always—sometimes your brain just gets trampled by the herd of emotions that charge right over its reasoning ability). What does the Word of God say about that? First Corinthians 13:7 (Amplified) tell us, “Love bears up under anything and everything that comes, is ever ready to believe the best of every person, its hopes are fadeless under all circumstances, and it endures everything [without weakening].”

If you have determined that you want to obey that Scripture, then declare right now that when someone upsets you (and these upsets will come), you are going to believe the best of the people who bring them. Determine that you will not go on an emotional “witch hunt” looking for a hidden intent in whatever they did or said.

YOU CAN DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS, and here it is.

Pray this prayer: Lord, I get angry and frustrated too easily. I don’t want to justify or rationalize this anger as someone else’s fault anymore; I want to believe the best of other’s intentions. If I find out they were just plain old “out to get me,” I want to be able to pray for them and the hurts that drove them to do that. I want to admit and own the fact that my angry reaction to them is my fault, no matter what they say or do to me. If I cannot own that and let you heal me from the unresolved sources of trauma and pain from previous things in my life that are fuelling such quick anger, then I will always be vulnerable to being controlled by the works of the enemy and by the words and actions of others.

I bind my will to your will, Father. I bind my mind to your mind, Jesus. I bind my emotions to your healing balance and comfort, Holy Spirit. My soul has probably buried so many old offenses that can flare up and make me feel like I’ve just been torched again that I cannot even name them. So, I’m going to loose them all without naming them. I’m going on a freedom march and setting free everyone who has ever hurt or upset me—whatever they might be!

I forgive them. I will NOT continue to judge their intentions or their expectations of the final outcome of what they did. I let them go, I set them free from my own desires for retribution, and I give them to you. I ask you to deal with them with your love and grace and mercy. I ask you to deal with me with your love and grace and mercy. I want to be free which means I have to want them to be set free, too. Thank you providing the way for me to work with you on this, Jesus. Amen

That is what you can do about your grudges, your anger triggers, your pools of bitterness, and your feelings of injustice. Bind yourself body, soul, and spirit to God and loose all of your wrong feelings, the stronghold thinking that your soul has used to rationalize and justify your grudges and your anger. Loose the effects and influences of wrong agreements that you have made or agreed with regarding those you believe have wanted to hurt you. Loose the works of the enemy from yourself and from the other person(s). Ask God to pour out grace and mercy and strength and encouragement on you and him or her.

Do your best and then LET HIS GRACE DO THE REST.

Let 2010 be the year that you FIRE your Unsurrendered Soul’s Committee!

Be sure to look at the full study expose of your Unsurrendered Soul’s Committee that keeps trying to run your life and get even with your difficult people. You can find it on www.libertysavard.com

FOUR DVDs Teachings by Liberty Available Right Now!

Due to the interest that several of you have expressed (thank you!), I have been able to put the first four Long Distance Training teaching DVDs into production again. I am now shipping:

- Keys of the Kingdom I
- Keys of the Kingdom II
- The Unsurrendered Soul I
- The Unsurrendered Soul II

Go to www.libertysavard.com and you can see a list of many of the topics taught in each DVD as well as a video clip from each DVD. One church in the East ordered 25 copies of the Keys of the Kingdom I DVD (special bulk price) for a large class and their DVD library. Now that’s commitment to learning how to get into cooperation with God!

Life Coaching - FREE 15-Minute Life Coaching Session with Liberty by Phone – OFFER EXTENDED

I want to extend the FREE 15-Minute Life Coaching offer for another month. I have been pleased to call and talk and pray with so many different people in response to this offer from
Last month. This has included believers all over America and in Canada, Scotland, Australia, and England.

Just go to www.libertysavardlifeecoaching.com and sign up for your free 15-Minute Life Coaching phone call from me, and I will call you (I use Skype for international calls when I can get it to work, so would appreciate your prayers on that!). You will get a short questionnaire back so that I don’t have to take up a lot of the 15-Minute Free Session asking about who you are. Anything you say will be kept confidential. I will call you on the date and at the time we establish.

Here are testimonials from two of my current Life Coaching clients.

Liberty, your Life Coaching has been a life saver for me. Our Coaching times have helped me find God again and to believe He still has a purpose for me. I have more peace inside than I can remember ever having. I know that the more healing I have, the more peace I will have. Thank you, Jesus! Life Coaching has helped me reconnect with God, enabling me to allow God in to heal the hurts that have been preventing me from moving forward. I now have hope! “Dori Anne”

Liberty Savard books are available at www.beyondtherubbleministries.com
E-mail Robert and Chrystal Little and get acquainted at Life@beyondtherubbleministries.com

Dear Liberty, I have been very successful by the world’s standards but remained a struggling and frustrated Christian for years. I tried just about everything from the laying on of hands to deliverance ministries to godly psychiatry and the church counseling ministry. Nothing worked for me!

Then one day someone gave me one of your books and for the first time in my 43 years of life I sensed hope. I reached out to you because I felt I “was at the end of my rope.” You asked if I would be interested in having a Life Coach. I answered a resounding yes, thinking that you would probably assign me to a staff member, but you became my coach. I have never experienced the freedom that Christ promised until now. Your Life Coaching services are priceless. The other day I read that a coach keeps the players focused on the task at hand and offers encouragement along the way to the goal. That’s you! And, Lady, you ROCK as a coach! I will play on your team any day of the week and twice on Sunday!!! John

Liberty, I have already received so much healing from your revelation about the unsurrendered soul. The process of surrendering has been challenging. But, by believing, receiving, and applying this truth—I’ve learned to trust in His perfect love for me as I have been loosing my fear of doing so. I just want you to know what a gift you are to the Kingdom of God. I thank God that my sister told me about your ministry and your wonderful books. I thank God for using you to transform so many lives! Love in Christ, Gilda

Liberty, I went to a Christian counselor several years ago about my marriage situation which had become desperate, and she had me read Breaking the Power and then pray the prayers. I had such a difficult time! I would read a page, and realize that I could not remember one thing I read. I was so skeptical about praying something off a printed page and didn’t really believe that anything would happen. I said to the counselor that it was like vain repetition, just saying the same prayer over and I complained about having to pray them aloud. What did that have to do with ANYTHING??

It took me several months to read the book through. I finally agreed to say the prayers even though I was skeptical. But being a Christian and not believing in divorce, I was desperate for help. My husband was a Christian in name only, but he did not think he needed any help or needed to do anything to change, and he did not want to be married to me. We were estranged, but living in the same home.

After I had been praying the prayers for awhile my husband had to have surgery on his arm. He did not tell me, and had our daughter take him. When things took longer than planned, I had to pick him up. As I was waiting for him to come around, I realized that I still loved him. The Lord directed me in the days that followed to write him a letter, explaining about the counseling, your book and prayers, and to tell him that the Lord had restored my love for him, to apologize and to ask his forgiveness, and to ask him to try our marriage again.

At first he acted touched, and was receptive. We agreed to try again and I was thrilled. Then he reverted to his old attitudes and ways and I was shocked to find out that he was searching for women on the Internet and had developed a heavy Internet porn habit. He filed for divorce and remarried less than three months it was final.

Some could say the Keys of the Kingdom prayers did not work, as I had prayed the prayer for The Backslidden and Unsaved for him for a long time. I prayed and prayed and he did not change. But I did! I know the binding and loosing prayers worked a miracle in my heart, removing years of pain, anger, desperation, feelings of rejection, etc, and replaced them with increased love and hope and faith in the Lord. We cannot control anyone else, but we can allow the Lord to work on us!

Testimonies
Liberty, thanks so much for your love, prayers, care, and for sharing the revealed purposes of God that He has entrusted to you.
After the divorce I started going to a Christian Counselor once a month to help with my recovery. I told her about your book and the prayers, and how it had helped me even though my marriage was not saved. She got your book, and started praying the prayers, especially for clients and people at her church. She now recommends your book and prayers to many clients. She told me in our last session about one client of hers (just in general with no name or details) who had lost everything. After reading your book and praying the prayers, her life is being restored, things are being replaced, and her attitude has completely changed. So the heart miracles are always spreading. Praise the Lord! Linda

Dear Liberty, We prayed the binding and loosing prayers for my new grandson since we first heard of the pregnancy. This Christmas my daughter, son-in-law, and new grandson flew to South Africa to see us. At the airport while his parents (from USA) were getting ready to fly home, a freak accident happened. Baby Arim fell head first onto the granite floor. We rushed him to hospital. I was praying the binding and loosing prayers and although distressed about the situation and hearing his painful cries for such a long time, I was at peace even when he was diagnosed with a skull fracture and had to be hospitalized and treated in “high care.”

Then we ended up being transferred from hospital to hospital because of international insurance/payment problems. In the 3rd hospital, a top neurologist was called in and the nursing staff was fantastic. We sensed God’s presence everywhere. The hospital said they would contact the insurance company in USA directly and sort out everything with them. As my daughter and son-in-law prepared to return to US a week later, there was still the disturbing possibility of Baby Arim getting an epileptic attack while flying. I prayed the binding and loosing prayers as you have taught us. They had a good flight with spare seats and they slept for eight hours. He has just had a medical checkup in the USA and all is well. Praise God.

God not only protected our baby, He healed him, restored him, and stirred up faith in the hearts of family and friends who interceded for him. I would like to encourage people to keep praying, keep binding and loosing. We pray these prayers daily for ourselves, our children, our first grandchild, our family, friends, difficult situations, etc. We have seen time and again how God’s will is done, and how people and situations changed. Corne in South Africa

Dear Pastor Liberty: I am so thankful that you took the time to read my cry in my e-mail. I thank you so much for the prayer you sent me. You really are doing the will of Him who loves you. Peace fills me when I pray and loose my stronghold thinking. I am so blessed that I found your books and now know how to rid myself of unwanted baggage. You are a blessing to the hurting. Sherry

I am from Central America and I have a testimony about the binding and loosing prayers and my little boy, Lonnie. When Jerald was about 4, he was not talking and he would not establish eye contact or follow instructions. He was diagnosed as having autism and asperger syndrome. That is when our pastor started teaching your books. I translated some chapters for him, borrowed his English copy, devoured it, and started praying with the understanding you teach. I prayed and prayed and prayed.

It was “the tool” God put in my hand. I later ordered the rest of your books.

Lonnie now makes straight A’s and has received the Presidential Award of his school every year. He goes to an American school and a Latin American school, doing very well in both programs. He is now fluent in three languages and thriving. That is the power of the Keys of the Kingdom prayers for God’s will to be done. A.A.

Questions and Answers

Question: I have a question about Scripture on when you are married to someone you are standing in the gap for. If my husband will not go to church, how does this decision affect me spiritually? Does it mean that I am walking or in darkness because of his darkness? I heard someone say that my relationship through God is affected by my husband’s relationship with Him. I have had mixed teaching on this.

Thank you, Liberty, for your wisdom and help. Betsy

Betsy: You are only responsible for the condition of your own heart before God. God does ask you to pray right prayers, pure prayers, for His best for your family members. But the condition of your husband’s heart does not affect your standing with your heavenly Father. Your husband’s heart condition can only impact your relationship with God if you are judgmental and spiteful about his lack of relationship with the Lord. I prayed for both of you today. Liberty
Question: I don’t even know all them, but I know that the Bible tells us that terrible things ARE going to happen in these final days – wars, earthquakes, the Battle of Armageddon, scorpions, boils, and so much more. Can we change God’s mind about these terrible things with our prayers? If the Bible says God is going to do these things, what good does it do to pray about it?

Answer: God has been telling mankind for centuries, throughout the Bible, what will be happening during the final days. What we should be praying for is for people to get saved before there is no time left to do so. We should also be praying for wisdom, for a deeper understanding of God’s great love, and for trust and confidence that He will protect those who turn to Him. And we should pray that we will be able to convey this with grace and mercy to many others.

Daniel and Matthew both spoke of the ends times and how we can be used to help others.

Daniel 12:3 tells us, “And the teachers and those who are wise shall shine like the brightness of the firmament, and those who turn many to righteousness (to uprightness and right standing with God) [shall give forth light] like the stars forever and ever” (Amplified).

Matthew 13:43 tell us, “Then will the righteous (those who are upright and in right standing with God) shine forth like the sun in the kingdom of their Father. Let him who has ears to hear be listening, and let him consider and perceive and understand by hearing” (Amplified).

Liberty: I do not see any reason to want to keep living. Life is too difficult. I am a total loser and I am very tired. Lana

Lana: Life is very much worth living when you get out from under the toxic waste and control tactics of your unsurrendered soul! You have every right to hope for all that God wants you to have which includes joy and peace and complete freedom.

The unsurrendered human soul is capable of doing anything that it feels will maintain its position of control because that is the only thing it knows to do when your pain is this great. It avoids, even resists, God’s attempt to reach it, trying to bury its pain and fear like toxic waste instead. Unfortunately, the human soul never counts the cost of the present errors it keeps making that will come due in the future, and there is a terrible cost that will come due because of storing such “garbage” in its innermost parts. It ignores how deadly this accumulation of dangerous chemicals is, chemicals that have released by the soul’s and the body’s reaction to stress, anger, fear, and unforgiveness.

Depression and a desire to end your life is an inevitable outcome of your wounded soul’s refusal to acknowledge that it cannot fix what is hurting you the most. Only God can do that and He very much wants you to take down some of your soul’s defense mechanisms and invite Him into your life. Binding and loosing prayers can help you do that through prayers that effectively invade any darkened state of mind. Please pray the attached prayer and know that I’m praying for you. Let me know how you are. I care. Liberty

Breaking Depression and Overcoming Suicidal Thoughts

Lord, your Word says that Jesus left me the binding and loosing Keys of the Kingdom (Matthew 16:19) to help me cooperate with your works of grace. I don’t want to feel hopeless, tired, discouraged, and worried anymore! I want to sleep in peace and be able to wake up another day looking for you to be right there. I bind myself to you, Father, trusting you to stabilize and steady me. I bind my mind to your mind, Jesus, trusting that I will be able to hear your thoughts instead of the dark thoughts of my own mind. I bind my wounded emotions to your healing balance, Holy Spirit, because I know that you can comfort me and heal them.

I loose all wrong beliefs that my heart/soul has stubbornly held onto which have birthed continual discouragement, pain, and fear in me and kept me bound to my past hurts. I loose the soul ties that my soul has been keeping on artificial life support. I bind myself to you and I thank you, Father God, for loving me and being willing to fix my hurts and my neediness. Thank you for promising that I can live abundantly in you. I choose to believe you. Amen

Liberty: I have been sick with gastroenteritis for days. I want to know if all sickness comes to us from wrong/body mind agreements? Ella

Answer: No. Many sicknesses such as gastroenteritis come from viral infections found all over the world. Exposure typically occurs through the ingestion of viruses, certain bacteria, or parasites. Food that has spoiled and poor sanitation in food preparation can also spread these types of illness.

Our bodies are pretty strong at resisting such things, but if we are refusing to let go of unforgiveness, grudges, anger, or bitterness, we make ourselves more vulnerable than we should be to such invasions of our bodies.

Also, we need to follow practical measures such as good sanitation habits, good food preparation, eating wisely, and taking care of ourselves in general. When we do our part the best we know how to, then we can believe for God to show us if we’ve missed something, learn how to correct that, and then expect that His grace will take care of the rest.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT: On the LSM home page, you can now listen to the new 911/912© Emergency song which has written and recorded by the lovely and talented Angel Cody. She is working on more Keys of the Kingdom songs and perhaps a CD (Yayyy!). Pray for her.
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